
 

Transcript 
 

How to Drive Out of a Skid 
 

  
[Upbeat music plays throughout.] 
 
00:00:00 - 00:00:04 
[Animation: An overhead view of a car driving quickly along a highway. Text appears 
above the car.] 
 
[Text on Screen: How To Drive Out Of A Skid] 
 
00:00:04 - 00:00:15 
[Animation: The car struggles to move as it skids along the highway. It stops before 
continuing to drive. A graphic of a car skidding out appears.] 
 
[Text on Screen: Skids can involve the front, rear, or all four wheels. Most skids result 
from driving too fast for road conditions.]  
 
00:00:15 - 00:00:28 
[Animation: The car continues to drive. A close up of the brakes is shown. A warning 
sign is placed on the brakes. The car struggles to drive properly as the brakes 
encounter problems. The car eventually spins out.]  
 
[Text on Screen: Sudden hard braking. Going too fast on a curve. Accelerating too 
quickly. All can cause your vehicle to skid and even roll over.]  
 
00:00:28 - 00:00:38 
[Animation: The car continues to drive. It rears to the side of the road and stops until it 
can drive again. An image of a moving steering wheel is shown in the right corner.]  
 
[Text on Screen: Once in a skid, take your foot off the brake or accelerator. Look and 
steer in the direction you want your car to go. Be careful not to oversteer.]   
 
00:00:38 - 00:00:45 
[Animation: The car continues to drive until hitting black ice. The neutral symbol and an 
image of brakes appear in the right corner.] 
  
[Text on Screen: If you are on ice and skidding in a straight-line shift to neutral or step 
on the clutch.] 
 
 
00:00:45 - 00:00:54 
[Animation: A white screen with snow and text is shown.]  



 

 
[Text on Screen: Slow Down. Be careful when you brake, change lanes or make turns. 
Leave plenty of space between you and the vehicle ahead.]  
 
00:00:54 - 00:00:58 
[Animation: The CAA symbol appears in the centre of the screen surrounded by text.]  
 
[Text on Screen: Brush up on your driving skills with in-vehicle training. 
www.caasco.com/drivertraining]  
 
00:00:58 - 00:01:02 
[Animation: The CAA logo appears in the center of the screen. Text is below it.] 
 
[Text on Screen: Be prepared for winter driving. www.caasco.com/winterdriving]  
 
 
 
 

 
 


